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Check with a group of club members, that your proposed event is of interest, suitable, and that the price (if any) 
seems acceptable. Liaise with the Event Coordinator and confirm the date (to avoid clashes) and any subsidies that 
might be applied. Check if a permit is necessary for the venue. If any prizes are required, get approval from the Event 
Coordinator. 

Start Place and Time 
When planning a 1st Sunday of the Month Cruise it is essential that the cruise departs at 9:30am and leaves from one 
of the club’s regular meeting points. These are: 

 CENTRAL: we meet in the Burswood Car Park between Bolton Avenue, Glenn Place, Victoria Park Drive and Great 
Eastern Highway; see  www.mx5club.com.au/images/Burswood_Map.jpg 

 NORTH: we meet near the Muzz Buzz at the LAKESIDE SHOPPING CENTRE, 420 Joondalup Drive, Joondalup (to get 
there enter the shopping centre off Joondalup Drive between the Caltex and Hungry Jacks); see 
www.mx5club.com.au/images/Lakeside_Joondalup_Map.jpg 

 NORTH EAST: we meet near the Muzz Buzz at the CENTRAL BEECHBORO SHOPPING CENTRE on the corner of 
Beechboro Road North and Benara Road, Beechboro; see www.mx5club.com.au/images/Central_Beechboro_Map.jpg 

 EAST: we meet near the Muzz Buzz at the MIDLAND CENTREPOINT SHOPPING CENTRE at 309 Great Eastern Highway, 
Midland; see www.mx5club.com.au/images/Centerpont_Midland_Map.jpg 

 SOUTH EAST: we meet at the GOSNELLS CIVIC CENTRE located between Albany Highway and Mills Road West in 
the parking area near Mills Road West Gosnells Civic Centre; see www.mx5club.com.au/images/Gosnells_Map.jpg 

 SOUTH: we meet at the COCKBURN GATE SHOPPING CENTRE in the car park near the Gate Bar & Bistro; see 
www.mx5club.com.au/images/The_Gate_Map.jpg 

 For midweek events we have in addition 2 central meeting spots 

o CBD NORTH OF THE RIVER: we meet in the UWA BOAT SHED CAR PARK on the corner of Mounts Bay Road and 
Hackett Drive, Crawley; see www.mx5club.com.au/images/UWA_Boat_Map.jpg 

o CBD SOUTH OF THE RIVER: we meet in the MILL POINT CAR PARK under Narrows Bridge in South Perth; see 
www.mx5club.com.au/images/Mill_Point_Map.jpg 

Liaise with the Event Coordinator if none of the above regular meeting points are suitable for your event.  

Duration, Distance and Where to Go 
Scenery, and roads, with something at the end, it’s great to end at a park (with a picnic area and facilities), a cafe or a 
pub. Avoid making bookings on member’s behalf, if in doubts liaise with the Event Coordinator. I have enjoyed doing 
runs over again, so look at the ones you have been on and, if you like, change them a bit for variety. A scenic or 
historic feature along the way is also welcome.  

Try not to end more than say 2 hours away from Perth.  1st Sunday of the month cruises typically finish around noon 
and allow people to get back home by mid-afternoon. But if it is a round trip then you can add another hour or so. 
Typically cruises range from 70 to 140 km. 

Roads and Things to Avoid 
The most fun is on twisty roads that present a bit of a challenge. Avoid too much highway work. Keep to main roads in 
the suburbs; back streets break up the group and folk get lost. Use your judgement on how a group of 35 or more cars 
is going to handle the situation you are leading them into. Avoid (where ever practicable): 

 right-hand turns on blind corners, just below crests or at traffic lights; 

 unmade or pot-holed roads; 

 turns into roads with no clearly visible street signs; and 
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 stops without adequate car parking or warning, e.g. don’t have members “pull over” just after turning onto a 
road. 

Breaks and Regroups 
Every hour is about right. Try to arrange these near a petrol station and where there are public toilets. Make sure 
there is a safe space to park 35 plus cars. Allow some time for socialising, photo’s, etc. Please do not leave a main 
regroup point as soon as the last car arrives, they may be travelling slowly because of mechanical issues. Allow the 
driver and passenger time to let the rest of the cruise know if they need any assistance. 

Cruise Notes 
There is no set format for cruise notes; some people use the following format: 

Distance Comment 

0.0 Zero trip meter as you Turn Right out of car park  

0.1 Turn Left at roundabout into Victoria Park Drive 

1.9 Turn Right at T-junction into Orrong Road 
 

Others use more elaborate notes with tulips: 

Distance Action Location 

0.0 
  

Zero your tripmeter as Turn Right out of the car park and Turn Left 
at roundabout into VICTORIA PARK DRIVE 

1.9 
 

After 1.9 km Turn Right at T-junction into ORRONG ROAD, becomes 
Welshpool Road 

 

Which one you use is not important, the clarity and accuracy of your notes is!  

Remember to check the distances and note major turns and road conditions, include street names at turns. Include 
your mobile number in the instructions in case people get lost, breakdown or have to leave the trip early. 

Don’t try doing the cruise notes from the UBD or Street Smart on the lounge room floor (this never works). Check that 
you have the left and right turns recorded, as they should be. Experience shows that not all our odometers record the 
same kilometres, never-the-less it is very helpful to have the distances between turns and land marks as accurately as 
you can. Try and include when a turn is at a T-junction so that club members know they don’t have to look out for a 
street sign and can simply drive to the end of the road. Warn members if a road veers sharply or forks in different 
directions. Try and include warning for any obstacles that may be dangerous, i.e. train lines, potholes, speed humps, 
cattle grids, single lane bridges, etc. Include directions from the end point back to Perth if you end well away from the 
CBD. 

Duty of Care – Cruise Notes 
The club promotes safe driving; always include the clubs “3 Golden Rules” and insurance disclaimer at the top of your 
cruise notes: 

1. THIS IS NOT A RACE; only drive as fast as you feel comfortable with, drive to the conditions so take account of wet 
patches, dirt on the road, oncoming traffic, etc. and keep a safe distance from other cars. Please adhere to all road 
traffic rules. 

2. COURTESY; please be courteous to other drivers and to those drivers who obviously like to go quicker than you, 
do not hold them up and let them pass, then everyone will be happy. If you are holding someone up, put your 
indicator on, slowdown, pull over and let them pass. 

3. CONVOY?; we don’t drive in a convoy and there are no convoy rules. Occasionally red lights and stops signs break 
up the group; don’t worry if you fall behind as you will soon catch up at one of the regroup points. 

You CRUISE AT YOUR OWN RISK; you make the decisions on how you drive and if you are competent to follow the 
suggested route. You (not the Club) are responsible for having the appropriate level of insurance cover; any 
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consequences of joining this cruise (such as speeding fines, accidents and any other mishaps) are your own 
responsibility 

The club promotes responsible drinking; if your cruise ends at a pub or winery please include a reminder such as “If 
you plan to drink; act responsibly and designate a skipper” in the final instruction of your cruise notes. 

Final checks 
A test drive is recommended if you haven’t done the run very recently to see if the roads are dug up, new 
roundabouts have been added, bridges or toilets are closed, the pub burnt down, etc. so there are no nasty surprises 
on the day.  

It can also pay to check that there are no major events that may cause traffic problems, close roads or may be using 
the same car parks. You may also want to check the daily multinova locations to see if the cruise route will pass any 
distractions and alert members accordingly.  

Advertising 
Try to advertise the event at least three months in advance by giving the Event Coordinator a short notice to go in the 
MX-press magazine (you can check the deadline with the editors) and for inclusion on the club website. Things to 
include: 

 What is the event? Is it a cruise or a navigation run? Are you going to an event or festival? 

 Where is the Meeting Point? 

 When is it? Date and Meeting Time and Departure time (allow ½ hour for socialising). 

 Where does it end? What facilities (BBQ, Shops, Bakery, Café or Hotel) are there, are people to bring a picnic or 
BBQ lunch? What is the contingency in case of bad weather?  

 How long it will take to get back to Perth at the end? 

 If an RSVP is required include details of the date by which RSVPs are needed; to whom money (if any) should be 
sent (by EFT); if member subsidies apply and give your name and phone number (mobile).  

E-mail these details about the run as soon as you have them to the Event Coordinator at events@mx5club.com.au to 
add to the coming events calendar for MX-Press and to get the details on the club website. 

Provide updated details a week before the run to the Event Coordinator at events@mx5club.com.au so he can email 
an up to date reminder to members. 
 

On the day: what works well 

Before you leave home make sure you have: 

1. Sufficient copies of the cruise notes to hand out (40 is usually plenty) 

2. Some membership forms (these are available from the website) 

3. A package for “report writer” for the club magazine, MX-Press; 

 A copy of the guidelines on preparing a trip report (available from the website) 

 Any additional information about your destination that they could use in their notes 

 Pen and Paper 

4. Your name badge 

At the meeting spot: 

1. Be there on time and allow 30 minutes for the members to arrive. It is expected that if you organise an event 
you attend the event, or if you are unavoidably detained, at the very least arrange for someone to run the event 
and get them the notes, etc. 

2. Wear your name badge and encourage others to wear their badge too. 

3. Make yourself known to any new members. Non-members who turn up are welcome; encourage them to join if 
they enjoy the day and give them a membership form. Assign an experienced member to first-timers to assist 
them in getting the most from the event. 
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4. About 10 minutes before commencement time, call the members together for a “drivers briefing” and distribute 
the cruise notes. You should mention all of the following items in your talk: 

 Welcome to members and new members; check everyone has cruise notes. Give them an outline of what to 
expect: 

o tell them the end point of the cruise; 

o explain the direction in which the cruise departs; 

o briefly explain the route to be taken, point out any danger spots by way of reference to the cruise notes; and 

o alert members to any distractions such as multinova locations on the cruise route will pass and remind 
members if it is a double demerits weekend. 

 Reaffirm the club’s support of safe driving; your comments must include the 3 Golden Rules. Remind participants 
that everyone is expected to 

o Adhere to all road traffic rules. 

o Only drive as fast as you feel comfortable with, drive to the conditions so take account of wet patches, dirt on 
the road, oncoming traffic, etc. and keep a safe distance from other cars.  

o Be courteous to other drivers and to those drivers who obviously like to go quicker than you, do not hold 
them up and let them pass when its legal to do so, then everyone will be happy. If you are holding someone 
up, put your indicator on, slowdown, pull over and let them pass. 

o Not worry if you fall behind as you will soon catch up at one of the regroup points. There is no reason to 
speed or drive dangerously to rejoin the cruise. There will be plenty of time to reach the regroup point. 

 If you end at a pub or winery remind members to drink responsibly and designate a driver for the trip home.   

 Remind members to ensure they settle their part of any shared food and / or drinks bill.  

 Remind all participants that they CRUISE AT YOUR OWN RISK; you make the decisions on how you drive and if you 
are competent to follow the suggested route. You (not the Club) are responsible for having the appropriate level 
of insurance cover; any consequences of joining this cruise (such as speeding fines, accidents and any other 
mishaps) are your own responsibility 

 Encourage those driving solo to “buddy up” with another car that has 2 occupants so they don’t worry as much 
about getting lost / left behind.  

 Ask someone on your run to write an article for the Club magazine, MX-Press. Make sure you organise the “report 
writer” at the start of the run rather than as an afterthought later... Give them the guidelines on preparing a 
report plus any additional information about your destination that they could use in their notes and if need be 
pen and paper. 

 Finally count the number of cars and get moving. 

At regroup points: 

 Allow some time for socialising; 

 Ensure all cars have made it to the regroup point and that the last cars are okay before you take off again; and 

 If you have a lost vehicle ask if anyone has seen them take a wrong turn, consider asking someone to look for 
them (just in case they broke down or had an accident). 

After the event: 

 Email a copy of the cruise notes (with corrections if required) to the Event Coordinator at 
events@mx5club.com.au for the club records. 

 Follow-up with the person writing the trip report and make sure they email it to the MX-Press editor at 
editor@mx5club.com.au and Event Coordinator at events@mx5club.com.au as soon as practicable.  

 

Thank you for giving your ideas and time to organise an event for your fellow club members! 
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